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How Does An
Air Curtain Work?
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An air curtain is a thermal barrier that separates one
environment from another. It does this by projecting
a ‘curtain’ of downward moving air over the opening
of a doorway. This wall of air reduces infiltration of
air from one side to the other.
Simulation of Velocity With Air Curtain
Operating Using Powered Aire’s Model
ETD Air Curtain on High Speed.
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“Research shows that air curtains have
a range of effectiveness from 60 to 90%,
depending on the type and application.”
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Wind speed (mph) stopped at install height (ft.) by model

2015 ASHRAE Handbook - HVAC Applications, #12. Air Curtain Units

Powered Aire's Unique Plenum Design
The use of plenums in our air curtains makes the air flowing out of
the discharge more uniform across the entire length of the nozzle.
Most of our competitors aim the discharge of each blower directly
down and the air flows right out of the nozzle. These blowers cannot be
placed directly beside each other since the return air enters from the
sides. There are also motors in between the blowers spreading them
out farther.
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Powered Aire aims the air from the
blower towards the back of the air
curtain, where it fills a plenum and is
the forced out evenly across the width
and length of the
air curtain.

When the blowers force air directly out of the discharge of the air
curtain, there will be dead spots wherever there are spaces between
the blowers.
In Powered Aire’s units, the air coming out of the blowers is pointed
toward the back of the air curtain. Here it fills a specially designed
plenum. When the plenum is pressurized, the air is then forced out
evenly across the entire length of the plenum discharge.
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Other air curtain manufacturers aim
the discharge of each blower down,
resulting in dead spots wherever there
are spaces between the blowers.
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Powered Aire Performance Highlights
Position of Heating Elements
Heating elements are mounted inside the plenum,
on the discharge side of the blowers. Here, heat
won’t affect motor life and the heaters are protected
from dust that would accumulate on them if they
were mounted on the air intake.

Position of Blowers
Both important and perfect for insect control, the blowers
are pointed toward the back of the air curtain. Here they
fill a specially designed plenum. When the plenum is
pressurized, the air is then forced out evenly across the
entire length of the plenum discharge leaving no gaps in
the curtain of air.

Custom Coils
Made-to-order steam or hot water coil is mounted
to intake of air curtain. Coil consists of 5/8 in. O.D.
copper tubes and aluminum fins. Coils certified to
ARI standard 410.

Easy Access for Service
Industrial models have top and bottom access panels to
replace or service motors or blowers without lowering
entire unit or bottom half of unit. With hot water and
steam heat these access panels enable service to the
unit without removing the coils.

MP Blower Wheel
The MP unit can fit a larger diameter tangential
blower wheel than competitors’ models to increase
performance without increasing size. The motor/
blower plate comes out of the unit as an entire piece
and the electrical connections can be made on the top
or sides of the unit for more versatility.

Industrial TEAO Motors
Totally enclosed, air over (TEAO) motors
are constructed with a dust-tight cover and
an aerodynamic body. They are efficient at
running and are cooled by the air flow of
the blower which it is driving.

www.poweredaire.com
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COMMERCIAL AIR CURTAINS

ECo-Motor™ Air Curtains
• Exposed Model: ECE | • In-Ceiling Models: ECC
Powered Aire’s ECo-Motor™ models feature electrically commutated (EC)
motors that are significantly more energy efficient than traditional PSC
motors. The motors are specifically designed for air curtain applications,
with the time between motor activation and maximum speed less than 1
second.

Customer Entry Air Curtains
• Exposed Models: CED, CHS
• In-Ceiling Models: CLD

Customer entry air curtains are specially designed for
entry doors where customer satisfaction is essential. Our
air doors come in a variety of models to fit seamlessly
into any architectural design.

Heating Options: Unheated, Electric, Hot Water, Steam

Vestibule Exception Air Curtains

• Exposed Models: ETA | • In-Ceiling Models: CHA

Our Vestibule Exception models have been tested in accordance with ANSI/ AMCA 220
and meet the IECC (Intl. Energy Conservation Code) and ASHRAE 90.1 criteria for use as
exceptions to the vestibule requirement in Climate Zones 3 and above. These models prevent
hot and cold air from entering your space – all with a sleek design, making them popular in
grocery stores, retail areas, and offices.
Heating Options: Unheated, Electric, Hot Water, Steam

Low Profile Air Curtain
• Exposed Models: MP

When space is limited, our Low Profile air curtain models offer supreme
climate control without a bulky design, making them popular choices for
entertainment and athletic facilities, restaurants (to separate smoking
and non smoking sections), offices, and other spaces lacking sufficient
space between the door header and ceiling.
Heating Options: Unheated, Electric, Hot Water, Steam
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Air Curtain Annual Cost Savings

Application: 6 ft. wide x 7 ft. high retail door opening during HEATING SEASON
BC

Anchorage: $3,422

AB

•
•

Edmonton AB: $4,218

Seattle: $2,397

SK

MB ON

Bismarck: $5,160

Boise: $2,827

Los Angeles: $585

Montreal QC: $4,785
Toronto ON: $4,465

Chicago: $4,547

Denver: $2,955

San Francisco: $1,271

QC

New York: $4,126

St. Louis: $3,330

Albuquerque: $2,186

Atlanta: $1,948

Houston: $796

Orlando: $219

•
•

Model CED-2-72

Inside temp.: 70°F
Hrs./day door open:
4 (all times combined)
Time range door is open:
7 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Days/week door is open: 7

Climate Zone 7
Climate Zone 6
Climate Zone 5
Climate Zone 4

Climate Zone 3
Climate Zone 2
Climate Zone 1

Insect Control Air Curtains
• Exposed Models: BCE, BCT
For optimum use for both climate control and insect control
the air curtain should be installed on the inside of the door
opening. If the application is strictly for insect control, the
unit may be installed on the exterior of the opening.

Heating Options: Unheated

Sanitation Air Curtains
• Exposed Models: RBT, RMP, PTW
Our Sanitation line consists of ETL sanitation certified (to NSF
standard 37) standard and low-profile air curtains. Each are designed for insect control in restaurants, concession stands, and
many other places where health is of the utmost importance.
Heating Options: Unheated, Electric (PTW-E)

Model PTW

Model RMP

Climate Control Air Curtains
• Exposed Models: ETD, THS
• In-Ceiling Models: CHD
Our Climate Control models prevent hot or cold air from entering
your space. With their sleek design and functionality, Climate
Control air curtains are popular in restaurants, airports, walk-in
coolers, trash compactors, and more.

Heating Options: Unheated, Electric, Hot Water, Steam, Indirect Gas, Direct Gas.
www.poweredaire.com
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INDUSTRIAL AIR CURTAINS
Powered Aire’s line of Industrial Air Curtains are designed to be used at large openings
in an industrial environment including: Dock doors, ground level doors,
warehouses, manufacturing plants, distribution centers, airport hangars, bus garages
and other transportation applications.

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

MODEL

ETD
Up to
12 ft.

TFD
Up to
14 ft.

TSD

EHD

Up to
17 ft.

Up to
22 ft.

BPA
Up to
30 ft.

XPA
Up to
50 ft.

In this typical installation example, light duty brackets built
of strut are mounted outside of the door tracks. Two rows of
strut are attached to the top of the air curtain, usually one-foot
longer at each end in order to reach the brackets. Heavy duty
brackets are available for larger models.

INDUSTRIAL HEATING OPTIONS

CASE STUDY
Outside Temperature: 36.5o F
Initial Inside Temperature: 67.6o F
Overhead door left open
for 2 minutes.

Model TSD
UNHEATED

FINDINGS:
After 2 minutes WITH the air curtain operating,
the temperature directly inside of the door was 66.7o
After 2 minutes WITHOUT the air curtain operating,
the temperature directly inside of the door dropped to 42.2o
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Hot Water/
Steam Heat

Direct
Gas Heat
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Indirect
Gas Heat

Custom Applications

Your Air Curtain
Your Way!
Chameleon
Model Hides
in Ceiling

Aim to Please

Want the benefit of a gas
heated air curtain but not
lose the natural light? This
top intake air curtain takes
the air from the transition
and blows it to the ground,
mixing the stratified air
with the heated air for even
temperature distribution.

Customize your
Air Curtain to match
your surroundings
with Custom Design
Graphics or Powder
Coating.

Custom Model TIG

Vertical Corro-Duty HDC

On Track with Air Curtains

Vertically mounted corrosive atmosphere air curtains
protect large openings at a train maintenance facility. The air
curtains prevent infiltration of outside air and blow excess
water off the sides of the slow-moving rail cars as they roll
through the openings.

Custom Model CED

Air Curtain Rx

Air curtains are not designed to resolve negative air
pressure, but can be designed to reduce the problems that
negative air pressure creates. This CED-3-132E air curtain
with 1/2 hp motors and custom 60 kw electric heating coils
is installed in a hospital hallway to temper air infiltration
from a stack effect between an atrium and parking garage.

Cold Storage
Solutions
•

Prevent condensation
from forming on high
speed fabric doors.

•

Help keep ice or frost
from forming on wall
or ceiling inside freezer
door.

•

Reduce fog that forms
when door opens.

•

Help keep doors and
floors dry.

Model CED | Space Heater

Air Curtains as a Space Heater

Powered Aire can wire its two-speed air curtains to operate
on LOW SPEED as a space heater to add supplemental heat
to the space via the thermostat signal, and HIGH SPEED from
the door switch when a stronger barrier is required as an air
curtain.

www.poweredaire.com

Models Freezer Aire Curtain™ (FAC)
and Cooler Aire Curtain™ (CAC)

1-888-321-AIRE (2473)
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INSTALLATION

CONTROLS
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
FAN

HEAT

HIGH

ON

OFF

COMMERCIAL

LOW

OFF

Variable Speed
Selector Switch

Decorator
Switches

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
•
•
•
•

OPTIONAL QUICK MOUNTING PLATE
Easy installation is accomplished by using commercial MB123 and low-profile LP123 mounting brackets. These consist of a plate with a
universal hole pattern that is attached to the
wall. A bar is attached to the air curtain and the
unit is then lifted onto the plate.

ON / OFF Selector Switch
HIGH / OFF / LOW Selector Switch
HAND / OFF / AUTO Selector Switch
Heat ON / OFF Selector Switch

Air Curtain

Bar
Plate

POTENTIOMETER
ECo-Motor™ Control
Varies the speed of the ECo-Motor from 50%
to 100% for models ECE and ECC air curtains.

PROGRAMMABLE
AutoPILOT™ Programmable Switch
Remote-mounted, user-friendly intelligent
touchpad that is factory programmed to
implement up to 12 functions and options
that would normally require mechanical
controls.

INDUSTRIAL

THERMOSTAT

NOTE

Programmable
Digital
Thermostat

The air curtain should be mounted as close to the door header/opening
as possible for maximum performance. For every one inch the bottom
of the air curtain is mounted above the door header, the back side of
the air curtain should be moved away from the wall ½ inch.

Low Voltage 24V AC Thermostat
and Line Voltage Thermostat also
available.

ACTIVATION

Magnetic Door
Switch - SM-300
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Industrial
Magnetic Door
Switch - SM-226L

Industrial
Magnetic
Track Mounted
Door Switch

Concealed
Magnetic
Door Switch

www.poweredaire.com

Combination
Roller-Plunger
Door Switch

Wobble
Door Switch
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BELIMO VALVE

An optional fast acting Belimo
3-way hot water valve can be
provided for Air Curtains with
hot water coils.

Motion
Detector

Built-in Time
Delay Relay
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